Recent studies suggest that the hippocampus is crucial for memory of sequentially organized information. Cantor coding in hippocampal CA1 is theoretically hypothesized to provide a scheme for encoding temporal sequences of events. Here, in order to investigate this Cantor coding in detail, we construct a CA1 network model consisting of conductance-based model neurons. It is assumed that CA3 outputs temporal sequences of spatial patterns to CA1. We examine the dependence of output patterns of CA1 neurons on input time series by taking each output and combining it with an input sequence. It is shown that the output patterns of CA1 were hierarchically clustered in a self-similar manner according to the similarity of input temporal sequences. The population dynamics of the network can be well approximated by a set of contractive affine transformations, which forms a Cantor set. Furthermore, it is shown that the performance of the encoding scheme sensitively depends on the interval of input sequences. The bursting neurons with NMDA synapses are effective for encoding sequential input with long (over 150 msec) intervals while the non-bursting neurons with AMPA synapses are effective for encoding input with short (less than 30 msec) intervals.
Introduction
One of the crucial factors in processing episodic memory is the representation of a temporal sequence of events. According to Tulving [44] , episodic memory is the memory of individual experiences. In humans, the hippocampus is a necessary organ for the formation of episodic memory [28, 33] , and recent studies in rodents also suggest the involvement of hippocampal cells in the processing of context-dependent and/or sequentially represented episodic-like memories [5, 47] .
The hippocampal CA3 region has dense recurrent connections between pyramidal neurons. Since the seminal work of Marr [18] , CA3 has been considered to be involved in associative memory [19, 35, 14] , and recent experimental evidence has appeared in support of this notion [46, 21] . As for the function of the CA1 region, some researchers have indicated that it is tuned for the processing of temporal information [15, 16, 43] . Recently, Yoshida & Hayashi [49] constructed a model of the learning of sequential input from CA3 to CA1.
Here, we investigate the information representation in CA1 neurons when the CA1 network receives time-dependent activity output mainly from CA3. Various kinds of rhythmic activity have been observed in the hippocampus and neighboring areas [2, 4, 45] , especially theta and gamma oscillations during the encoding and retrieval of memory [29, 30, 20] . The continuous input of stimuli may synchronize with these rhythms [17] . If this were the case, it would be reasonable to assume that the input stimuli are internally transformed into a discrete time series of activity. Given these considerations, in this paper, we assume that the input time series from CA3 to CA1 is discrete but not continuous. In other words, we assume that the input time series consists of several elementary spatial patterns of neuronal activity. Whether CA3 produces temporal activity in associative memory is still unknown. However, the model studies by Tsuda and colleagues [38, 36] have indicated the possibility of the presence of dynamic associative memory in CA3.
"Cantor coding" in CA1 was first proposed by Tsuda and colleagues [37, 39] . In their hypothesis, Cantor coding provides the scheme for encoding temporal sequences of events and it forms a fractal-like hierarchical structure in the state space of neural dynamics. Tsuda and Kuroda proposed a simple CA3-CA1 model in which CA1 encodes the sequence. Subsequent observations by Fukushima, Tsukada, Tsuda, Yamaguti, & Kuroda [9] of hierarchical representations of input time series in the membrane potential of CA1 neurons have suggested the presence of Cantor coding in the actual hippocampus.
Therefore, here we aim to develop a biology-oriented model of CA1 in order to study the possibility of Cantor coding in CA1. Then, we investigate the physiologically plausible condition in which Cantor coding could emerge and provide some predictions on the possibility of observation of Cantor coding in experimental studies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic notion of Cantor coding is explained. In Section 3, our computational model of CA1 is described. In Section 4, we show our computational results. The coding performance is estimated and its dependence of the coding performance on the interval is treated in Section 5. Section 6 provides a summary and discussion of the work.
Cantor coding
We use the term 'Cantor coding' to mean the encoding of time series information by a Cantor set [31] . Here, a Cantor set is a kind of fractal set, which is defined as a non-empty set which is (i) closed, (ii) perfect, and (iii) totally disconnected [see, for example, 25]. This set has a self-similar structure. In early studies of recurrent neural networks [6, 24, 34] , it was reported that Cantor sets emerge in the internal state space of neural networks, which deal with temporal sequences such as language and motor commands. Tsuda and colleagues have proposed a Cantor coding scheme in chaos-driven contracting systems [40] , and discussed the possibility of Cantor coding for the formation of episodic memory in the hippocampus [37, 39] . Using a simple hippocampal model, they showed that transitions between so-called quasi-attractor states occur in the CA3 recurrent network, and that the path of the state transitions can be hierarchically encoded on the Cantor set in CA1. To address the biological plausibility of this process, here we construct a biologically oriented model which represents the physiological neural networks of CA1. We will show that each element of the Cantor set represents a specific time series.
A Cantor set can be generated by a dynamical system. One method to create a Cantor set is to use chaos-driven contracting maps, where one can observe a Cantor set in a subspace, which is taken not to see the chaotic component [26, 40, 27] .
Another method to create a Cantor set is to use an iterated function system (IFS) [10, 1, 7] . IFS is defined by a compact metric space M and a set of maps
The attractor is usually a fractal. Here 'contractive' means that the distance between any two points is shortened by applying the map under a given metric. Furthermore, the attractor A is totally disconnected and forms a Cantor set if the non-overlapping condition f i (A) ∩ f j (A) = ∅ for all i = j is satisfied. Now, let us consider a set of transformations F = {f 1 , ..., f m }. Take x 0 ∈ M as an initial point, select one contractive transformation f i0 from F at random, and let x 1 = f i0 (x 0 ). Repeat this procedure to obtain a sequence of points {x t }. For large enough t, the distance between points x t and A will converge to zero, with x t close to f it • · · · • f i1 (A). Here, the distance between a point x and a set A is given by d(x, A) = inf a∈A d(x, a), where d(x, a) is a distance function underlying the metric space M . The sequence {x t } will randomly distribute across A so that the plot of the long sequence {x t } gives a good approximation of the attractor A in the sense of measure theory. In the case that A is totally disconnected, there are one-to-one correspondences between the space of an infinite sequence of symbols ω = j 1 , j 2 , ..., (j k ∈ {1, ..., m}) and A by mapping ω to a limit of f j1 • f j2 • · · · (A). In this way, every point on the Cantor set corresponds to one sequence of the symbols, and the distance between two symbol sequences is naturally mapped to the distance between two points on the Cantor set. 
Biology-oriented Model

Constitution of the CA1 network with CA3 outputs
In this section, we propose a model of the CA1 network for Cantor coding. Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of our CA1 network receiving sequential inputs from CA3. As a first step, in order to clarify the role of excitatory pyramidal neurons, here we neglect interneurons.
The CA3 network is assumed to store M spatial firing patterns {X 0 , X 1 , ..., X M −1 }, which we call elementary patterns. One may conceive that each elementary pattern corresponds to an elementary event of sequentially organized episodic memory. Each elementary pattern can be embedded in the CA3 network by hetero-or auto-associative connections. Each pattern
, which represents the state of the i-th CA3 neuron, is assigned a value of either 1 or 0 randomly and independently. The probability of taking value 1 is p f i = 0.1 throughout this paper.
The model CA1 consists of N pyramidal neurons. These neurons receive a temporal series of elementary patterns via AMPA-and NMDA-receptor mediated synaptic activity. The synaptic strength w ij from the i-th neuron of CA3 to the j-th neuron of CA1 is given by the following Hebbian-type rule:
where y σ j is the activity of the j-th neuron for the response to input pattern σ, andw is an adjustable parameter for the control of the input strength. Each y σ j is a real number randomly chosen from uniform distribution in [0, 1]. Later, we will also show another type of distribution of y j (See, Sec. 5.3). For simplicity, the same weight w ij is used for both AMPA and NMDA synapses. The sum of the synaptic inputs of the j-th neuron for the input pattern X σ is represented by the following equation.
As already mentioned, we consider the situation that a rhythmically switching sequential pattern is delivered to the CA1 network. One of the m(< M ) elementary input patterns defined above is randomly chosen every T -msec. The probability to select any pattern is equally given, that is, (1/m). We denote the index of the input pattern selected at time
The duration of the input stimuli takes ∆ = 5 msec. To summarize, the input signal to the j-th neuron in CA1 is given by
A single neuron model
We use the two-compartment model proposed by Pinsky & Rinzel [23] as the model of a pyramidal neuron in the hippocampus. This model can describe the electric properties of both dendrite and cell body, each of which is assumed to be electrically uniform. The dynamics of the model neuron are given as follows:
Here, variables V s and V d are membrane potentials of the cell body and dendrite, respectively. C m is the conductance of the membrane, g c is the conductance between the soma and dendritic compartments, and p is the ratio of the area of soma to dendrite. I Na , I K-DR , I Ca , I K-AHP , and I K-C are ionic currents associated with different types of ionic channels, I L is the leak current, I AMPA and I NMDA are synaptic currents, and I s (I d ) is the current externally applied to the soma (dendrite). The gating variables for representing the fraction of open ion channels for I Na , I K-DR , I Ca , I K-AHP , and I K-C are denoted by m, h, n, s, c, and q, respectively. These kinetic equations take the form 
The full equations of ionic currents I x , α y and β y are described in Appendix A.
] is a unitless quantity and represents the intra-cellular free calcium level in the dendritic compartment. Its dynamics is described by
Synaptic connections
Two types of synaptic conductance are used in the present model: conductance via an AMPA receptor and that via an NMDA receptor. AMPA conductance is fast rising and fast decaying while NMDA conductance is fast rising but slow decaying. Both receptors are located in the dendritic compartment. The AMPA receptor-mediated synaptic current I AMPA is given by
whereg AMPA is the parameter measuring absolute AMPA conductance and V AMPA is the reversal potential. G a is the gating variable activated by the presynaptic inputs, which is described by
where s a (t) represents a presynaptic input from CA3, which is described in Eq. (3). The NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic current I NMDA is given by
whereg NMDA is the parameter measuring absolute NMDA conductance and V NMDA is the reversal potential. Similarly to the AMPA synapse, G n is the gating variable and its dynamics is given by
where s n (t) represents a presynaptic input. The full description of the model and values of the parameters are described in Appendix A. 
Parameters
We use two parameter sets for ion channels which determine the electric properties of neurons. In the first set, the parameter values used in the paper by Pinsky & Rinzel [23] are employed. With these parameter values, the neuron tends to show bursting behavior in response to a constant current ( Fig. 2(a) ).
The parameter values of the second set are modified in order to imitate the activity of a regular spiking cell [3, 11] , in which spontaneous bursting activity rarely occurs ( Fig. 2(b) ). We denote these parameter sets as bursting type and spiking type, respectively. Both types of pyramidal neurons have been found in rat hippocampal CA1 slices [13, 12] .
Furthermore, we use two parameter sets for synaptic strength g AMPA and g NMDA , in order to study the effect of these two synaptic types on coding performance. In the first set denoted by the AMPA type, only AMPA synapses are available (g AMPA = 0.01 and g NMDA = 0). In the other set denoted by the NMDA type, both the AMPA and NMDA types of synapses are used for synaptic transmission ( g AMPA = 0.004 and g NMDA = 0.01). In Section 4, we use bursting type neurons with AMPA and NMDA synapses.
Output of the network
We use two quantities representing internal state and outputs of the CA1 network. One is the average of the somatic membrane potential during the interval between two successive inputs of elementary patterns. We denote a vector consisting of the averaged values bȳ
Here,
where V s,j (t) represents the somatic membrane potential of the j-th neuron.
The other quantity represents the vector consisting of the numbers of spikes yielded in the intervals between two successive inputs of elementary patterns:
where y j [k] is the number of spikes of the j-th neuron in the interval (kT, (k + 1)T ). Here, depolarizations of the somatic membrane potential above the threshold V th = 0 are considered as spikes.
It should be noted that the output pattern y[k] does not depend solely on the most recent elementary input pattern σ[k] but also depends on the internal state of the network at time t = kT , which in turn depends on inputs from the more distant past. In this sense, the output vector reflects the history of the input sequence. The manner of its dependency is, however, not trivial. In Section 4, we will show that the output vector can encode the input sequence in a self-similar manner.
Let us introduce some notations for sequential input patterns. Let σ[k] be the index of the input patterns at t = kT , and
be 
Numerical simulations
For each numerical simulation, the differential equations were numerically integrated from randomly chosen initial conditions and 10,000 output vectors {y[k]} with input sequences were recorded after discarding transient data during 100T . The 4th-order Runge-Kutta method with a time step of 0.05 msec was used to integrate the equations. All simulations were performed on Intel Xeon processor machines with Linux and FreeBSD operating systems. Programs for the computation were written in C++ language. To examine the validity of the numerical results, we repeated similar simulations with smaller (0.005 msec) and larger (0.1 msec) time steps and found no significant differences in the results.
Computational Results
Hierarchical structure
First, we show a typical example of self-similar structure emerging in internal state space and output vector space. In order to understand how the distributions ofv[k] and y [k] are formed in the high-dimensional spaces (N -dimension), we utilize principal component analysis (PCA), transforming high-dimensional vectors to a lower-dimensional space(say, l-dimension). PCA allows us to reduce the N -dimension space to the l-dimension space by finding the optimal transformation, thereby minimizing the sum of squared distances between the original and the transformed points.
The transformation is given by
where V is a N × l matrix consisting of eigenvectors of l larger eigenvalues of the scatter matrix
where L is the total number of obtained data andm is the mean ofv.
The first example is shown in Fig. 3 , where average membrane potentialsv[k] with weak inputs are plotted, which triggers no spike of the CA1 neurons (m = 3, T = 150, andw = 0.02). The distribution obtained looks like a self-similar set. Each color represents a different input sequence at each length of sequence d (= 1, 2 and 3 from left to right in Fig. 3 ). The distribution shown in Fig. 3(a) is roughly split into three sub-clusters, each of which corresponds to the elementary pattern of input, denoted by '0', '1', and '2'. Furthermore, each sub-cluster can be divided into three more sub-clusters; for example, cluster corresponding to the input sequence '0' is composed of three sub-clusters corresponding to input sequences '00','01' ,'02', as shown in Fig. 3(b) . This hierarchy of clusters is further observed for a longer length input sequence, as shown in Fig. 3(c) .
Interestingly, a similar result was obtained in the space of spiking output patterns {y[k]} under relatively strong input from CA3. Fig. 4 shows a typical example for the plots of output patterns {y[k]} under the super-threshold condition of m = 3, T = 100, andw = 1.6. In this way, hierarchical structure emerged in the distribution of the output patterns. This suggests the existence of Cantor sets in actual hippocampal neurons.
In both cases, similarity between the input sequences is represented by, for example, a Hausdorff distance. Hausdorff distance is a metric that measures differences of two subsets of a metric space (M, d), where d is a metric. Let a δ-neighborhood of a subset A be A δ = {x ∈ M |d(x, a) ≤ δ for some a ∈ A}. The Hausdorff distance between two non-empty subsets A and B is defined as
Here, we define subsets of the vectors of averaged membrane potentialsv [k] indexed by an input sequence 
We calculated Hausdorff distance between all possible pairs of V (σ d ) and V (σ d ) for d = 5, and then, calculated an average for each similarity. The distance clearly decreases with the increases of similarity (Fig. 5, dashed line) . That tendency is more sharply observed if we reduce the dimension by PCA and calculate the Hausdorff distance on the reduced space (Fig. 5, solid line) . 
Return maps
How can these Cantor sets be yielded? One possible mechanism generating such sets is the use of an IFS (see Section 2). To clarify if a contractive IFS emerges in the CA1 dynamics, we investigated the return maps for the principal components u i (i = 1 and 2) of the output patterns y [k] . Here, the return map for each i is obtained by plotting the values at time k,
The return maps showed that the CA1 dynamics up to the second components are well approximated by one-dimensional affine transformations
where a (Fig. 6) . Absolute values of slopes |a j i | < 1 for all j means that these maps are contractive, which assures the existence of a unique attractor for the present IFS [10] . This result suggests that the CA1 system driven by a sequential input can be viewed as an IFS.
In order to study how these affine transformations arise in the model networks, we observed the return maps of averaged membrane potentials of individual neurons. Fig. 7-(a) shows return maps of principal components of averaged membrane potentials. In this example, the first and the second components can explain most (> 82%) of the variations in the original space of membrane potentials. We chose four neurons which most contribute to the first two components as an example of the dynamics of individual neurons that contribute to the emergence of Cantor coding. We chose indexes i 1 , ..., i 4 which give the maximal values of |V 1,in | + |V 2,in |, where V i,j is (i, j)-th entry of the matrix V defined in Eq. (15) . Individual return maps of such neurons are shown in Fig.  7-(b) . Dynamics of the membrane potential exhibit highly complex dynamics and can not be represented by one-dimensional maps although the mean responses are significantly different depending on inputs. Taking weighted sums of these responses, we obtained a clear one-dimensional maps as is show in Fig.  7-(a) .
The present model CA1 has the neural network such that the input layer is independently connected to each output neuron via Hebbian learning algorithm. Thus, the low-dimensional behaviors observed in the first and the second principal components cannot stem from a conventional self-organization ability of the interacting neurons. In other words, such low-dimensional behaviors cannot be viewed as so called collective behaviors. Fig. 7-(b) shows the return maps of the most contributing neurons to the low-dimensional behaviors of the first and the second principal components shown in Fig. 7-(a) . The return maps of some other neurons are highly random. The return maps of the residual neurons look low-dimensional but are not separable, and thus the different input pattern sequences cannot be distinguished in such neurons, which behave almost periodically. Therefore, these neurons do not contribute to the separation of input patterns. The most contributing neurons are also random, but possess the low-dimensional components of the behaviors, which may stem from the synaptic structure organized by the Hebbian learning. In other words, the correlation between input sequences and outputs can be represented by some neurons. Averaging such correlated neurons, random components are reduced and only deterministic ones remain.
We also investigated the interacting neurons via inhibitory interneurons. In such a case, even the third principal component shows low-dimensional mapping as well as the first and the second components. This may indicate that in addition to the formation of synaptic structure via Hebbian learning, collective behaviors can also be organized in the network as to be able to separate the input pattern sequences. A detailed analysis of the model CA1 with inhibitory neurons will be published elsewhere.
Estimation of Coding Performance
In order to estimate the performance of the Cantor coding scheme and its dependence on parameters, we quantified the degree of separability among different sets of spike patterns, each of which corresponded to a different input sequence. The procedure is summarized as follows. We take (σ
is the input sequence from the (k − d + 1)-th to the k-th step and y[k] is the output spiking pattern defined in Eq. (13) . First, we conducted a numerical simulation. Second, we divided the time series of the input-output pair into a training data set and a test data set. Third, using the training data set, we constructed a pattern classifier, by which the corresponding input sequences could be inferred from the output spiking patterns. Fourth, the test data set was input to the classifier and the output of the classifier was compared to the true input sequences. Fifth, the error rates of the classification were calculated. By repeating steps 2 through 5 with different training and test data sets, the mean of the error rate (MER) was calculated, which was taken as the measure of separability of the different sets of output spiking patterns which encode the different input sequences. 
Linear discriminant analysis
We utilized linear discriminant analysis (LDA) for the classifier [8] . LDA is a statistical method to classify data represented by vectors into mutually exclusive classes. Here, the input data to classify is a set of output spiking patterns of the CA1 network. The purpose of the classification is to determine the class of each input vector among possible q classes {ω 
where A is an N × (q − 1) matrix. Using the training data set, the matrix A is determined to maximize the average separation of the projections of points belonging to different classes whilst minimizing the within-class variances of the projections of those points (see Appendix B). Then, the vector y from the test data set is classified to the class ω d i whose centroid is closest to the point z = A T y in the z-space. The details of the algorithm we used here are described in Appendix B. It should be noted that this procedure can be realized by a simple perceptron with appropriate connection weight. It is thus reasonable to expect that neural networks in the neocortex which receive hippocampal outputs can perform a similar processing procedure.
Procedure
Here, we mainly study the case m = 2. We have confirmed that the cases of m = 3 and 4 show similar results. First, we collect the output patterns for which only the oldest input patterns are different, each corresponding sequence of which belongs to either of two sequences, for example, (σ For each group, the task of the LDA classifier is to distinguish output patterns into two classes, each of which corresponds to a particular input sequence. In order to estimate the MER, here we used the cross-validation method. The data set was divided into ten segments. Then, for each segment, using the other nine segments as training sets, we built the matrix A in Eq. (20) and performed the classification. The ratio of the incorrect classification was then calculated. The mean error ratio of the m d−1 groups is referred as the MER of the length d.
A representative case of LDA classification
Let us examine a typical case of LDA classification. Histograms of z values on z-spaces of two similar sequences which should be distinguished are shown in Fig.  8 . Since m = 2, the z-space is one dimensional. On the space, the separation of two classes is fairly clear up to d = 5. Fig. 8-(a) indicates the clear separation of the largest hierarchy of patterns, where the distribution of each class shows a Gaussian-like distribution, so there seems to be no more hierarchies of patterns. However, as shown in Fig. 8-(b) , the distribution of z values projecting in a different direction shows further separation of the Gaussian-like distributions. This relation is clearly seen up to d = 5 in the present case.
To investigate the characteristics of the population coding, we studied the dependence of the MER on the number of CA1 neurons (Fig. 9) . The MER were exponentially decreased with the number of neurons. This gradual improvement of the coding represents the effectiveness of population coding. 4] . To investigate the efficiency of Cantor coding depending on the input time interval, we calculated the MER as a function of the time interval and the strength of input. MERs in the case of interval T = 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 were calculated for each input strength. We investigated the performance of networks with four different types of parameter sets for ion channels and synaptic property, namely, bursting neurons with active NMDA channels (Bursting-NMDA), spiking neurons with active NMDA channels (Spiking-NMDA), bursting neurons with inactive NMDA channels (Bursting-AMPA), and spiking neurons with inactive NMDA channels (Spiking-AMPA). Here, active NMDA channels means that the NMDA channels are opened and calcium ion influx occurs but this does not serve to increase the synaptic strength, and thus we do not consider any synaptic learning. AMPA channels are assumed to be activated in all cases. Fig. 10 shows the MERs in the case of d = 3 as a function of the interval T and the input strengthw. In the case of the Bursting-NMDA neurons, coding efficacy is relatively good when the interval T is over 150 msec. The efficacy was not high, however, in cases where T < 50. It seems that this comes from the time constants of decay of the NMDA current and slow ion channels such as I K-AHP . Since bursting behavior continues for several tens of milliseconds, the neuron can not follow the fast change of inputs. In contrast, the performance of the Spiking-AMPA neurons for Cantor coding is high when an input sequence with shorter intervals (about 10-30 msec) is applied.
Dependence of coding on time interval of successive elementary patterns of input
Two other types of neurons (Spiking-NMDA and Bursting-AMPA) show intermediate characteristics. The Spiking-NMDA neuron is effective for coding when the input time interval is in the range of 100-200 msec. The Bursting-AMPA neuron is not as high as others. We confirmed that the cases when m = 3 and 4 showed similar results.
This different dependency on the input time interval may be advantageous in the encoding events of multiple time scales in the hippocampus.
To investigate how performances of Cantor coding depend on the topology of connections from CA3 to CA1, we used another probability distributions of output patterns y σ j in Eq. (1), which are different from the uniform distribution. As an alternative, we set y σ j = 1 with probability p f o and y σ j = 0 otherwise. When p f o = 0.5, a self-similar distribution of output patterns was observed, and the efficiency of coding was not worth than the case of uniform distribution ( Figures not shown) . This means that the assumption of the uniform distribution is not essential to the appearance of Cantor coding. We also investigated the case of sparse coding. When p f o was decreased, the coding performance in the case of spiking outputs becomes worth although the coding performance in the case of membrane potentials is not so bad. Fig. 11 shows error rates as a function of average coupling weights in the case that y σ j follows uniform distribution (upper) and the case of sparse coding p f o = 0.2 (lower). A reason of such a decrease of performance is as follows. When p f o is low, the actual number of neurons participating in the coding by spiking patterns is decreased, and therefore coding performance become worse. In contrast, error rates of decoding from patterns of membrane potentials are not so rapidly decreased because neurons can participate in coding by membrane potentials even though they do not fire.
Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we clarified the presence of Cantor coding for randomly input spatio-temporal patterns in the CA1 network consisting of neurons described by the two-compartment model. The distributions of spatial firing patterns show fractal-like clustering with hierarchical structure, which reflects the similarity of the input time series. Observing population dynamics of the network, we found that the dynamics can be approximated by a set of contractive affine transformations. Thus, the system can be interpreted as a contractive IFS, in which each transformation is selected by different input patterns.
The coding performance and its dependence on control parameters were systematically investigated by introducing the error rate of classification as a measure of the coding performance. Using this measure, we found time windows for Cantor coding. In other words, the quality of the coding crucially depends on the time interval of input sequences. In order to efficiently realize the Cantor coding proposed here, the time scale of the input signals must be comparable with the time scale of internal dynamics of the neurons. This relation may determine the critical time interval of the Cantor coding.
Furthermore, using the LDA method, it was clarified that the coding performance was improved by increasing the population of neurons. This result suggests that the Cantor coding in the network is engaged by the population as a whole and not by some specific neurons. Mutual information analysis [42] will be useful to understand the details of such a population coding scheme.
In this paper, we did not treat synaptic learning or the problem of thetaphase precession [22, 32, 48] . The spatio-temporal learning rule in CA1 proposed by Tsukada, Aihara, Saito, & Kato [41] , Tsukada et al. [43] suggests the spatiotemporal representation of input pattern sequences in a single neuron. The relation of our present study to their work is still unclear, and thus remains an issue to be addressed in future study. It is also important to relate the present theory with the theory of the function of phase precession found in the experiments, but this is left for future work as it is beyond the scope of the present study.
The inward calcium current is given by
The Ca-activated potassium current is given by
]/250, 1). The calcium-dependent potassium current that contributes to the afterhyperpolarization potentials (AHP) is given by
The kinetic equations for each of the gating variables h, n, s, c and q are given by Eq. (5). We list the functions α and β below. (i = 1, ..., q) . Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) attempts to find a linear transformation that maximizes the average separation of the projections of points belonging to different classes whilst minimizing the within-class variances of the projections of those points. The transformation is represented by z = A T y, where A is an N ×(q−1) matrix. Let the between-class scatter matrix Σ B and the within-class matrix Σ W be defined as follows: where I is the identity matrix. After the transformation matrix is obtained from the training data set, a sample from the test data set y is assigned to the class ω i whose centroid is closest to the point z = A T y in the low-dimensional space. Integrative Mathematics, Hokkaido University. He has published widely in the field of chaotic dynamical systems and the brain science. He is also an editor of scientific journals of Neural Networks, Cognitive Neurodynamics, and others, and also an advisory board of Chaos. 
